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● Geography
Parts and Function of the Fruit

A fruit is a ripened ovary! A few weeks back we studied the parts of the flower. If you
recall, the ovary contains an egg. If the egg is fertilized from pollen then that egg
becomes a seed. In some plants, the ovary of the seed becomes enlarged and is
surrounded by a sweet and juicy flesh. We know this as the fruit of the plant. If you think
about it, each fruit you eat has some type of seed apart of it.
Where are the seeds on these fruits, and how many seeds do they normally have?
-Apple
-Strawberry
-Avocado
-Tomato

Some fruit have many seeds, over 100 like the strawberry, while other fruit only have
one seed, like the apricot. Also the location of the seed can be different for different fruit.
The strawberry carries its seeds on the outside, while the apple has its seeds on the
inside.

Each fruit has three parts which we can see:
-Exocarp - This is the skin of the fruit
-Mesocarp - This is the sweet and juicy flesh inside the fruit
-Endocarp - This is the outside of the seed

Dissection
Find three different types of fruit to dissect. You will need:
-cutting board
-butter knife
-towel
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-compost bucket

On the cutting board make one cut through the center of the fruit. The idea is to
see the three parts of the fruit: exocarp, mesocarp, endocarp.

Which of the fruit you dissected has the most seeds?
Why is the mesocarp of the fruit usually sweet and juicy?
How do these seeds travel away from its mother plant to another area for
growing?

Observation and Drawing
Make a drawing of your dissected fruit. Be sure to show the three parts of the
fruit and to label the parts: exocarp, mesocarp, endocarp.



(close up of the tomato drawing)

Note: This drawing also shows the sepal from the flower. The green top of the
tomato and strawberry is left over from the flower of the plant.

After observation, clean up the area by wiping all surfaces, and composting the
fruit sections.



Animal Study
You should continue to have a research project in the works. Research projects are a
main vehicle of learning in the Montessori elementary curriculum. During our last set of
LAH curriculum we shared the categories for civilization studies (nourishment,
protection, shelter, customs/spirituality, transportation, etc.). Animal studies are also a
popular category for elementary work. Here are some categories to consider when
studying an animal:

Habitat - Where does the animal live in the world (show on a map)? Which type of
terrain does it live? Make a biome or triome model to demonstrate the animal’s habitat.

Nourishment - What does this animal eat? What special characteristics does this
animal have to satisfy its nourishment needs?

Getting Around - How does this animal get around? How are they good at getting
around?

Physical Characteristics - What does this animal look like? What is its actual size
(make a drawing or do a model)? How does their physical body help to protect them in
nature?

Reproduction - Tell about their young. What are they like as a parent? How do they
keep their offspring safe?

Enjoy this student’s study on the Macaw Bird, as an inspiration for your own
animal study work!



Another way to Study Animals
See below information about the relative size of different types of snakes. Using a piece
of long paper, a tape measure, and a pencil, draw the length of each of these snakes.
Label the drawing with the snake type and the average length.

Royal Python



Bloody Python

Jararaca

Green Tree Python



More inspiration for ancient civilization studies
Here are some artifacts which have been created in the Lower Elementary classrooms
lately associated with ancient civilization studies:

Roman Shield



Roman Collesseum

Roman Road



Greek Village

Greek Monastery


